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---------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------and Text password for security purpose. Using this
Abstract - Application Lock is unique type of system which
system user can perform following functions
can be developed to secure the applications installed in the
computers. Using this system, user can restrict unauthorized
access from using systems installed applications. The idea is to
lock and unlock the installed applications in the computer
system. We are using Windows Registry for implementation of
Application Lock for Windows Operating System. By changing
the registry values we can deny access to particular
application or features like USB, Control Panel, Registry itself
can be denied from unauthorized users. For making access
control more powerful we are using two levels of
authentications i.e. Image Password and Text Password.
Key Words: Dual Level Security, USB Lock, Application
Lock

1. INTRODUCTION
In windows operating systems, one who know your
computer password, can use any application installed
in it. There is few way in operating system to restrict a
person form using the applications in your computer,
but not sufficient to provide strong security access. The
proposed windows growing security system make
users system more secure. For e.g. if you want to
secure software like ISM, it is a very important
software used in Government sectors like TAHSIL, ZP
OFFICES and COURTS can be locked by using this
proposed systems lock feature, and only authorized
user can use this software. Windows Registry provides
a convenient way to denied applications in the system.
The registry is nothing but a central place to store all
settings on the computer machine. While a program
doesn’t have to store any data in the registry, it is free
to if it likes. It is like the configuration files for Linux
and Unix, but rather than being stored in folders, it is
stored in hives, a folder like structure. The proposed
system contains a dual password system such as Image
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lock / Unlock system applications.
Lock / Unlock user applications
Lock / Unlock USB drives
Enable / Disable control panel
Enable / Disable components in Control
panel
6. Getting all the relevant information about
operating system, motherboard, processor,
etc.
7. Locking the some features that provided by
operating system like control panel, task
manager.
The ultimate goal of this proposed system is to increase
the security level of user sensitive application and
restrict unauthorized access to the user’s sensitive
application. The main feature of this system is having
the double level of authentication process for user to
determine as the authorized user.
2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
From the current problem section, it is noticed that,
existing application lockers for windows operating
system are insufficient to provide both the system as
well as user application locking facilities also they lack
in providing strong access control mechanism. To solve
these problems, we propose to implement our
Application lock system. It mainly provides facilities
for locking or unlocking system as well as user
applications. It also provides interactive GUI to deal with
system. Additionally by focusing on Windows Registry
facilities we are also providing access control for USB
Lock, Control Panel, and Windows Registry. For making
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authentication stronger dual level security of Text
password and Image Password is used. If they make
success over text password then only they can go for
image password and after that they can access the
system.

2.2 Image and Text password
Image password is a first authentication step in this
system. A grid of set of images is provided to user and
user has choice to select appropriate sequence of
images. If user cracks image password then another
level of text password authentication is will be there.
Text password is a second level of authentication.
Image password and text password will get validated
against the original passwords stored in windows
registry, if they match then only user can have access
to the system. If neither of the passwords matches, user
is provided with three chances to enter password
again, if user fails again then system will simply
shutdown.
3. TECHNICAL ASPECTS
Proposed system need to deal with windows registry
for providing restriction on user as well as system
application. It basically consist five types of HKEY
classes, which can perform quality role in proposed
system.

Fig -1: System Architecture

2.1 Windows Registry
Windows registry is a central point of information
about all aspect of the computers i.e. it’s hardware,
operating system, applications and users. Windows
9x/ME, Windows CE, Windows NT/2000/XP/2003
stores configuration information and data in Windows
registry. It is a central repository for configuration data
that is stored in well arranged manner. System, users,
applications in Windows make use of the windows
registry to store their configuration information and it
is continuously accessed for reference during their
operation. The registry is used to replace configuration
files which mostly are text-based and used in Windows
3.x and MS-DOS, such as autoexec.bat, .ini files and
config.sys files. Due to the huge amount of information
stored in Windows registry, the registry can be the
source for potential evidential data. We are using
Windows registry as a central database to our system.
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a. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
This particular class will store all the relevant
and important information of user. Hence
information stored in registry can be used to
face future problems like password recovery,
changing user personal information etc.
b. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
This class helps application vendor to provide
restriction on system and user software.
“Computer\HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\
Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\policies\
Explore\DisallowRun”. This is a path in
windows registry where developer can create
specific key for performing particular kind of
operation in windows system.
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4. FLOW GRAPHS

5. FUTURE SCOPE
Further enhancements can be done to the application
lock like it can be fully compatible with UNIX like
operating system but in that scenario windows registry
must be replaced with UNIX file system. Also to identify
particular user individually authentication mechanisms
like face recognition or speech recognition can be used
to increase the security level. Along with application
lock features like folder lock or file lock can also be
implemented. Password recovery system could be
made more user-friendly.
6. CONCLUSION

Fig -4: Flow Diagram for authentication process

This paper mainly focuses on security issues of
windows operating system application in terms of
access prevention for an unauthorized user. As
windows registry is a one kind of secure place for
storing user credentials information and all kind of
system software, hardware and user application’s of
system. As well as use of dual layer security mechanism
makes it more robust. Preventing access on some
hardware part and system inbuilt routine increase
security of windows system.
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